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THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN 

THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 

AMMAN GOVERNORATE EDUCATION DIRECTORATE 

AL-AMANI SCIENTIFIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

FIRST SEMESTER / LEVEL THREE 

SECOND  SECONDARY CLASS 

FIRST EXAM 

NAME: ………………………………….                                                                   DATE :         /   /2020 

 

Read the following text carefully, and then answer all the questions that follow.  

Your answers should be based on the text. 

 
 Young people love learning, but they like learning even more if they are presented with 
information in an interesting and challenging way. Today, I am going to give a talk about 
how you can use technology in Jordanian classrooms. Here are some ideas: 

 

Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, teachers 
can show websites on the board in front of the class. Teachers can then use the Internet to 
show educational programmes, play educational games, music, recordings of languages.  

 
In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class.        
Therefore, students can use the tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs, 
researching information, recording interviews and creating diagrams. Tablets are ideal for 
pair and group work. 

 
Teachers can ask students to email what they have learnt to students of a similar age at 
another school. They could even email students in another country. As a result, students 
can then share information and help each other with tasks. 
They can also create a website for the classroom. Students can contribute to the website, so 
for example they can post work, photos and messages. 

 
Students  often  use  computers  at home  if they have them. Students can use social  

es,  including  asking studi  media   on  their  computers  to  help  them  with  their 

work, asking questions and sharing ideas.  theirother  students  to check and compare    

The teacher must be part of the group, too, to monitor what is happening. 
Thank  you for listening. Does anyone have any questions? 

 

   QUESTION NUMBER ONE:  (20 points)  

 1. Write down the sentence which indicates the benefits of using email exchanges in 
learning .                                                                                                                                  ( 3points) 
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
2. Some tasks can be done by using  tablets . Write down two of them .         ( 4points) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
3. Using social media can help students with their studies by many ways . Write down two 
of these ways .                                                                                                                       ( 4 points) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

( 2points)                                              refer to?  ' irthe 'What does the underlined word . 4 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. Find a phrase in the text which means '  mobile computers, with a touch screen , 

processor and battery all in one unit "                                                    ( 2points)             

                                                                                                                     

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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6. The writer states that students can create a website for the classroom in order to help 
them in learning . Suggest three tips  to make a good website . ( 3points)  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

7. Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting the kids working together and 

motivating them, the teacher is the most important.”. Think of this quotation  and , in 

two sentences , write down your point of view.                                                              ( 2 points )  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

QUESTION NUMBER TWO:                                                                         (12 points) 

A: Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences       

                                                                                                                                            (10 points)                        

                                                                                                                                                                                        
1. …. ………………is a way of using numbers in order to find out an amount, price or value 
 2. From 1990 CE to 2000 CE was ………………………………….     

  3.  Sprinkle some salt and pepper over the potatoes to…………………… them.   
 4.  I’ve got a lot of homework, so I think I should………………………….. right now.   
5. I always look at the newspaper …………………., but I don’t always read the article        
  

 

B: Study the following sentence and answer the question that follows. ( 2 points ) 

 

computer programs   rely on It is likely that all aspects of everyday life will  -    

 

 What does the underlined phrasal verb  mean?  
                                                                                                              

  …………………………………………………………………………………………….  

 

QUESTION NUMBER THREE:                                                            (19 points) 

   

A. Choose the correct form of the verbs from those given below  to complete each of the 

following sentences .                                                                                                              (10 points) 
1.Rana  ……………………..to be a doctor for six years .                                                                         

(  studies , had been studying , has been studying  )                                     

2.Dana lost consciousness yesterday and ……………………. to hospital by ambulance.                           

                                                               ( took , was taken , were taken  ) 

 3.The police sergeant…………………….. ... two people so far today .                          

( interviews , is interviewing , has interviewed )                               

 4. James was very nervous when he arrived at the airport. He ………….. never …………….. 
before.                                                                                                                                                                        

(  flies , has / flown , had / flown   )                                                          

5. I have phoned my friend . I ………………………. next Friday.                                                   

( will visit , am going to visit , have visited  )                                           

                                         

 

   connect with , headlines, get started , decade, calculation, season 
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   B.  Rewrite each of the following  sentences  so that the new item  has a similar meaning           

to the one before it .                                                                                      (8 points)            

  

I will take my students on an educational trip..1 

The teacher said that  …………………………………………………………………………………….     

 
 2. Jumana asked her sister to buy  some short stories .  

     She   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
3.  Lamees drank some coffee, and then she went out . 

After Lamees ………………………………………………………………………………… 

       
  I think you should draw up a revision timetable..4 

If I ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

QUESTION NUMBER FOUR :                                                                       ( 9points) 

 

 A.  EDITING:                                                                                                              (4 points)              

 

 Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the 

following lines that have ( two spelling mistakes , one grammar mistake and one 

punctuation mistake) . Find out these four mistakes and   correct them . 

 
 

 

mputer game was he first coT  ? was developed ship In 1958 CE, the computer

puter mouse. In 1971 CE, by the com ,produced in 1962 CE, followed two years later

d hat information could be shareinvented, which meant t is  disk ppyfla the

between computers.  

 

 
1. ……………………………………………..      2. …………………………………………………… 

      

3. ………………………………………….. 4. …………………………………………………………… 
 

B. GUIDED  WRITING :                                                                                     ( 6 points ) 

         about  two sentencesRead the information in the table below,  and then write 

the best ways to study … Use the appropriate linking words such as: and, too, also --

-  etc. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

The best ways to study … 

- makes a study schedule. 
- studies in an appropriate setting. 
- keeps a well – kept notebook. 
- learns the most important facts first. 
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Your answers should be based on the text. 

 
 Young people love learning, but they like learning even more if they are presented with 
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how you can use technology in Jordanian classrooms. Here are some ideas: 

 

Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, teachers 
can show websites on the board in front of the class. Teachers can then use the Internet to 
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6. The writer states that students can create a website for the classroom in order to help 
them in learning . Suggest three tips  to make a good website . ( 3points)  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

7. Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting the kids working together and 

motivating them, the teacher is the most important.”. Think of this quotation  and , in 

two sentences , write down your point of view.                                                              ( 2 points )  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

QUESTION NUMBER TWO:                                                                         (12 points) 

A: Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences       

                                                                                                                                            (10 points)                        

                                                                                                                                                                                        
1. …. ………………is a way of using numbers in order to find out an amount, price or value 
 2. From 1990 CE to 2000 CE was ………………………………….     

  3.  Sprinkle some salt and pepper over the potatoes to…………………… them.   
 4.  I’ve got a lot of homework, so I think I should………………………….. right now.   
5. I always look at the newspaper …………………., but I don’t always read the article        
  

 

B: Study the following sentence and answer the question that follows. ( 2 points ) 

 

computer programs   rely on It is likely that all aspects of everyday life will  -    

 

 What does the underlined phrasal verb  mean?  
                                                                                                              

  …………………………………………………………………………………………….  

 

QUESTION NUMBER THREE:                                                            (19 points) 

   

A. Choose the correct form of the verbs from those given below  to complete each of the 

following sentences .                                                                                                              (10 points) 
1.Rana  ……………………..to be a doctor for six years .                                                                         

(  studies , had been studying , has been studying  )                                     

2.Dana lost consciousness yesterday and ……………………. to hospital by ambulance.                           

                                                               ( took , was taken , were taken  ) 

 3.The police sergeant…………………….. ... two people so far today .                          

( interviews , is interviewing , has interviewed )                               

 4. James was very nervous when he arrived at the airport. He ………….. never …………….. 
before.                                                                                                                                                                        

(  flies , has / flown , had / flown   )                                                          

5. I have phoned my friend . I ………………………. next Friday.                                                   

( will visit , am going to visit , have visited  )                                           

                                         

 

   connect with , headlines, get started , decade, calculation, season 
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   B.  Rewrite each of the following  sentences  so that the new item  has a similar meaning           

to the one before it .                                                                                      (8 points)            

  

I will take my students on an educational trip..1 

The teacher said that  …………………………………………………………………………………….     

 
 2. Jumana asked her sister to buy  some short stories .  

     She   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
3.  Lamees drank some coffee, and then she went out . 

After Lamees ………………………………………………………………………………… 

       
  I think you should draw up a revision timetable..4 

If I ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

QUESTION NUMBER FOUR :                                                                       ( 9points) 

 

 A.  EDITING:                                                                                                              (4 points)              

 

 Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the 

following lines that have ( two spelling mistakes , one grammar mistake and one 

punctuation mistake) . Find out these four mistakes and   correct them . 

 
 

 

mputer game was he first coT  ? was developed ship In 1958 CE, the computer

puter mouse. In 1971 CE, by the com ,produced in 1962 CE, followed two years later

d hat information could be shareinvented, which meant t is  disk ppyfla the

between computers.  

 

 
1. ……………………………………………..      2. …………………………………………………… 

      

3. ………………………………………….. 4. …………………………………………………………… 
 

B. GUIDED  WRITING :                                                                                     ( 6 points ) 

         about  two sentencesRead the information in the table below,  and then write 

the best ways to study … Use the appropriate linking words such as: and, too, also --

-  etc. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

The best ways to study … 

- makes a study schedule. 
- studies in an appropriate setting. 
- keeps a well – kept notebook. 
- learns the most important facts first. 
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THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN –MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
GENERAL  SECONDARY CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION 2020

GENERAL ENGLISH
AL-AMANI SCIENTIFIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS

MULTIPLE- CHOICE EXAM / UNIT ONE
DATE:        /      /   2020 TIME: 

READING :
For questions ( 1- 14 ), read  the following texts carefully  and  then choose the 
correct answer  from  A, B ,C and D to complete the sentences below each text .

1. When you are using a computer, think about the technology that is needed for  it to
work. People have been using types of computers for thousands of years. A metal 
machine was found on the seabed in Greece that was more than 2,000 years old. It is 
believed that this was the first ever computer.
- The underlined word this refers to :
A) technology           B) the seabed    C) Greece             D)  A metal machine 

2. In the 1940s, technology had developed enough for inventors to make the first 
generation of modern computers. One such model was so large that it needed a room 
that was 167 square meters to accommodate it. During that decade, scientists in 
England developed the first computer program. It took 25 minutes to complete one 
calculation. 
- The first computer program was very ………….. 
A) fast B) slow C) large D)  small

3. In 1958 CE, the computer chip was developed. The first computer game was
produced in 1962 CE, followed two years later by the computer mouse. In 1971 CE, 
the floppy disk was invented, which meant that information could be shared between
computers. The first PC (personal computer) was produced in 1974 CE, so people 
could buy computers to use at home.
- The compound noun that means (a small piece inside a computer which stores  
information via an electric current) is : 
A) computer mouse B) floppy disk  C) computer chip    D)  computer game 

4. In 1983 CE, people could buy a laptop for the first time. Then, in 1990 CE, the British
scientist Tim Berners-Lee developed the World Wide Web. It was not until 2007 CE
that the first smart phones appeared. Today, most people use their mobile phones 
every day.
- It was in …………………the World Wide Web was developed .
A ) 1983 B) 2007 C) 1990 D)  1991
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5. Young people love learning, but they like learning even more if they are presented 
with information in an interesting and challenging way. Today, I am going to give a talk 
about how you can use technology in Jordanian classrooms. Here are some ideas:
- The underlined  sentence (Today, I am going to give a talk about how you can use 
technology in Jordanian classrooms.) indicates : 

A ) Away to end B) introduction 
C) What's the talk is going to be a bout  D)  Conclusion 

6. Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, 
teachers can show websites on the board in front of the class. Teachers can then use 
the Internet to show educational programmes, play educational games, music, 
recordings of languages, and so on.
- Teachers can  use of the internet in the classroom to  : 
A) show educational programmes .
B) play educational games, music , recordings of languages and show educational 
programmes .
C)  play educational games, music and recordings of languages.
D )  show websites on the board in front of the class.

7. In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class. 
Therefore, students can use the tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs, 
researching information, recording interviews and creating diagrams. Tablets are ideal 
for pair and group work.
- Students can use the tablets to do several tasks like :
A ) showing photographs              B ) researching information 
C ) recording interviews               D) A , B & C 

8. Most young people communicate through social media, by which they send each 
other photos and messages via the Internet. Some students like to send messages that 
are under 140 letters for anyone to read. Teachers can ask students to summarise 
information about what they have learnt in class in the same way. If students learn to 
summarise quickly, they will be able to use this skill in future.
- The underlined word " they " refers  to : 

A ) teachers B) students C) young people D)  messages
9. We all like to send emails, don’t we? Email exchanges are very useful in the 
classroom. Teachers can ask students to email what they have learnt to students of 
a similar age at another school. They could even email students in another country.                                          
As a result, students can then share information and help each other with tasks.

-The underlined phrase " Email exchanges"  means : 
A ) a regularly updated personal website or web page,  written in an informal style .

B ) a series of emails between two or more people.
C ) social interaction between people and communities on websites or blogs
D) a mobile computer, with a touch screen, processor and battery all in one unit.
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10. Another way of communicating with other schools is through talking to people over
the computer. Most computers have cameras, so you can also see the people you are 
talking to. In this way, students who are studying English in Jordan can see what 
students in England are doing in the classroom while they are speaking to them.
- The underlined word " they" refers  to :
A) people B) students in Jordan C) students in England D) cameras

11. Students  often  use  computers  at home  if they have them. Students can use 
social media   on  their  computers  to  help  them  with  their  studies,  including  
asking other  students  to check and compare  their work, asking questions and 
sharing ideas. The teacher must be part of the group, too, to monitor what is 
happening. Thank you for listening. Does anyone have any questions?
- The underlined words above indicate :
A) summary B) introduction         C) suggestion        D) way to end 

12.Everyone knows that the Internet connects people, but now it does more than that –
it connects objects, too. These days, computers often communicate with each other;
for example, your TV automatically downloads your favourite TV show, or your ‘sat 
nav’ system tells you where you are. This is known as the ‘Internet of Things’, and 
there’s a lot more to come.
- The underlined  phrasal verb ' communicate with means :
A) speak to B) depend on          C) deal successfully with        D) know about 

13. In just a few years’ time, experts say that billions of machines will be connected 
to each other and to the Internet. As a consequence, computers will increasingly run 
our lives for us. For example, your fridge will know when you need more milk and add it 
to your online shopping list; your windows will close if it is likely to rain; your watch 
will record your heart rate and email your doctor; and your sofa will tell you when you 
need to stand up and get some exercise!
- The objects which help us to keep our bodies fit are :
A) the fridge and the watch  B)
C) the watch and the sofa              D) the windows and the fridge

14. 

others
things. I

- The underlined word 'others' refers to: 
A) many people   B) other peop criminals D) things
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VOCABULARY : : :

For questions ( 15- 28 ),choose the suitable item form of those given to complete each 
of the following sentences.
15. Tell me about the novel you’re reading. Where does the story ……………………..?
A) meet up B) take place C) settle down D) wake up 

16. When you ride a bike, you should always wear a ………………………………. .
A) goggles B) helmet C) skates D) seatbelt

17. ………………… some salt and pepper over the potatoes to season them.
A) Mix B) Sprinkle C) Melt D) Fry

18. You can move around the computer screen using a …………………………………..
A) tablet                B) computer chip          C) mouse D) whiteboard

19. Although they are pocket-sized, ………….. are powerful computers as well as phones. 
A) tablets             B) smartphones        C) laptops D) mobile phones
20. I've got a lot of homework , so I think I should ………………….. right now! 
A) get started B) take place        C) settle down D) wake up
21. Thank you so much! We are very…………………………………………………..
A) upset B) grateful C) worried                   D) confident
22. Solar panels generate ……………………….. from the sun.
A) wind B) coal C) wood                   D) energy
23. When you heat cheese, it ………………….. 
A) boils B) melts C) roasts                      D) fries
24. People should know more ………..the advantages and disadvantages of the Internet.
A) on B) out C) about                       D) in
25. The teacher must be part of learning groups to ………………… what is happening.
A) access B) share C) find our                   D) monitor                      .
26. A period of ten years is a ……………………………………………..
A) calculation      B) generation          C) decade        D) century 
27. In our Maths exam, we have to write down our …………… as well as the answers.
A) calculations B) calculators C) headlines D) programmes
28. I came across a ………………… post the other day. It was discussing the importance 
of traditional crafts in our modern-day society.
A) blog B) whiteboard             C) navy D) fossil fuels .

GRAMMAR :
For questions ( 29- 64 ),choose the correct form of the verbs from those given below to 
complete each of the following sentences.

29. The reading competition ……………………… every year.
A)  is held             B) are held C) was held D) were held 

30.Water evaporates if you ………………… it 
A) boil                   B) boils C) would boil D) will boil
31. Rana ………………………. her work for two hours before she left the house .
A) has been doing B) have been doing C) had been doing D) is doing 
32. I …………………………. an email when my laptop switched itself off.
A) was writing               B) were writing            C) am writing D) was written

33. I am afraid that my laptop ………………………………. by someone else yesterday.
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A) is used         B) was used                  C) are used D) were used
34. If Sara …………………….. early , she won't attend the class.
A) don’t come B) doesn’t come       C) didn’t come D) hadn't come

35. While I was taking a path , the doorbell…………………………. .
A)  ring                   B) rang                          C) rung  D) rings 
36. Before she went to the library, Huda ………………. her mother to prepare lunch.   
A) helps B)  had helped        C) has helped D)  have helped

37. Are you planning ……………………………. shopping tomorrow?
A) go B) to go C) to going D) goes

38. Hind ……………… very hard for several weeks before she did her final exams.   
A) has been working B)  had been working    C) have been working D) worked
39. Soon we ……………….. packing for our holiday.
A) ’re going to   B) ’ll be C) will have D) were
40 . If you ............................ to learn a new language, you need to be motivated. 
A) will want                    B)  want                       C) wanted D) wants

41. We had the computer ……………… because it had stopped working.
A) repair B) repaired C) had repaired D) repairing

42. Mahmoud was walking home when the rain ………………………………..
A) started B) was starting C) starts D) start

43. In the past, most letters were written by hand, but these days they are usually …….
A) typed B) typing C) types  D) type 

44. The plane to London  …………………at 5 p.m.
A) leave B) leaves C) will leave  D) left
45. I have booked the tickets . I am ……………………. to London next week.
A) fly B) flies C) flying   D) flown

46. Ali   ……………….. his driving test , so he can borrow his father’s car.
A) pass B) passes C)  has passed  D) have passed

47. I…………………………….. the house. That’s why I have some paint on my clothes.
A) has been painting B) have been painted 
C)  have been painting   D) has painted

48. Tamara  ………………………….. in Spain from 2000 to 2010.
A) live B) lives C) lived  D) had lived
49.By the time we arrived, the film …………………………………
A) start B) has started C) had started D) have started
50. No one can imagine what ……………………. In the future.
A) happen B) will happen C) happened D) is going to happen
51. - Many ruins …………………. by tourists every year . 
A) are viewed B) were view C) was view D) is viewed

52. ‘I am studying English at the moment.’
Dana said that she ……………………………. English at that moment.

A) is studying B) was studying           C) studied  D) were studying
53. Perhaps Farah is upset. Farah ……………………..be upset.

A) must B) can't                          C) might   D) might not 

54. You are not allowed to touch this machine.
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You …………… touch this machine.
A) must B) can't             C) don't have to   D) can
55. If you …………………. the plants , they die .  
A) doesn’t water B) waters C) watered D) don't water
56. Look at the black sky! It ………………………….. soon!
A) will rain B) is going to rain C) rains   D) has rained 
57. 'My favourite subject this year is Chemistry'.
- The correct reported speech of the sentence above is :     
A) Aya said that her favourit subject this year was chemistry.
B) Aya said that my  favourit subject that year was chemistry.
C ) Aya said that her favourit subject this year is chemistry.
D) Aya said that her favourit subject that  year was chemistry.
58. "I bought all the ingredients for a chocolate cake yesterday."
- The correct reported speech of the sentence above is :     

A) Huda said that she bought all the ingredients for a chocolate  cake the day after.
B) Huda said that she had bought all the ingredients for a chocolate  cake the day before.
C) Huda said that she bought all the ingredients for a chocolate  cake the day before.
D) Huda said that she has bought all the ingredients for a chocolate  cake the day before.

59. Somebody has found my missing laptop.
- The correct passive voice form of the sentence above is :     
A) My missing laptop had been found.
B) My missing laptop has  found.
C) My missing laptop has been found.
D) My missing laptop have been found.
60.  I asked someone to fix  my computer.
- The correct causative form of the sentence above is :     
A)  I have my computer fixed .
B) I had fixed  my computer .
C) I had  my computer fixed .
D)   I have fixed my computer 

61. I think you should send a text message. 
- The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is :

A) If  I were you ,  I would send a text message .
B) If  I were you ,  I will  send a text message .
C) If  I were you ,  I wouldn’t  send a text message .
D)  If  I were you ,  I send a text message .

62. He started studying at 5 p.m. It’s 10 p.m., and he’s still studying.
- The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is :

A)  He had been studying since 5 p.m.
B) He has been studying since 5 p.m.
C) He has  studied  since 5 p.m.
D)  He had studied since 5 p.m..
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63. Ali intends to finish his project tonight.
- The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is :

A)  Ali is to plan to finish his project tonight.
B) Ali is planned  to finish  his project tonight.
C) Ali is  planning  to finish his project tonight.
D)  Ali is plans to finish his project tonight.

64. Tala took three English courses  and then she went to London to study medicine . 
- The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is :

A) After Tala had gone to London to study medicine , she took three English course.                                          
B) After Tala went to London to study medicine , she took three English courses.
C) Before Tala had taken three English courses, she went to London to study medicine.
D) Before Tala went to London to study medicine , she had taken three English courses

WRITING :
For questions ( 65- 70 ), choose the suitable item form of those given to complete 
each of the following sentences.

65. The correct punctuated sentence is :
A ) Mobile phones used to be huge. Early models were as big as bricks!

B ) Mobile phones used to be huge. Early models were as big as bricks.
C ) Mobile phones used to be huge ! Early models were as big as bricks!
D ) Mobile phones used to be huge , Early models were as big as bricks!
66 Modern computers can run a lot of ……………… at the same time.
A) programes B) programs               C) brograms           D) brogrammes 
67. The sentence which is written in the correct order is :
A ) You do  intend to buy tickets for the play ?
B ) Do you buy  to intend  tickets for the play ?
C ) Do you intend to buy tickets for the play ?
D ) Do you intend the play to buy tickets for ?
68. Where have you been …… I …………………… for ages.               
A) . / have been waiting            B) ? / had been waiting 
C) ? / have been waiting       D) . had been waiting 
69. One of the earliest computers ……………… as long as 25 minutes to do simple 
mathematical …………………….
A) takes / calculation              B) took  / calcolation  
C) took / calculation        D)  take /  calculasion 
70. Most young people communicate through …………………... , by which they send each 
other photos and messages via the Internet.
A) sosial media                      B) social medea  
C) sosial medea         D)  social media
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READING :
For questions ( 1- 14 ), read  the following texts carefully  and  then choose the 
correct answer  from  A, B ,C and D to complete the sentences below each text .

1. When you are using a computer, think about the technology that is needed for  it to
work. People have been using types of computers for thousands of years. A metal 
machine was found on the seabed in Greece that was more than 2,000 years old. It is 
believed that this was the first ever computer.
- The underlined word this refers to :
A) technology           B) the seabed    C) Greece             D)  A metal machine 

2. In the 1940s, technology had developed enough for inventors to make the first 
generation of modern computers. One such model was so large that it needed a room 
that was 167 square meters to accommodate it. During that decade, scientists in 
England developed the first computer program. It took 25 minutes to complete one 
calculation. 
- The first computer program was very ………….. 
A) fast B) slow C) large D)  small

3. In 1958 CE, the computer chip was developed. The first computer game was
produced in 1962 CE, followed two years later by the computer mouse. In 1971 CE, 
the floppy disk was invented, which meant that information could be shared between
computers. The first PC (personal computer) was produced in 1974 CE, so people 
could buy computers to use at home.
- The compound noun that means (a small piece inside a computer which stores  
information via an electric current) is : 
A) computer mouse B) floppy disk  C) computer chip    D)  computer game 

4. In 1983 CE, people could buy a laptop for the first time. Then, in 1990 CE, the British
scientist Tim Berners-Lee developed the World Wide Web. It was not until 2007 CE
that the first smart phones appeared. Today, most people use their mobile phones 
every day.
- It was in …………………the World Wide Web was developed .
A ) 1983 B) 2007 C) 1990 D)  1991
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5. Young people love learning, but they like learning even more if they are presented 
with information in an interesting and challenging way. Today, I am going to give a talk 
about how you can use technology in Jordanian classrooms. Here are some ideas:
- The underlined  sentence (Today, I am going to give a talk about how you can use 
technology in Jordanian classrooms.) indicates : 

A ) Away to end B) introduction 
C) What's the talk is going to be a bout  D)  Conclusion 

6. Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, 
teachers can show websites on the board in front of the class. Teachers can then use 
the Internet to show educational programmes, play educational games, music, 
recordings of languages, and so on.
- Teachers can  use of the internet in the classroom to  : 
A) show educational programmes .
B) play educational games, music , recordings of languages and show educational 
programmes .
C)  play educational games, music and recordings of languages.
D )  show websites on the board in front of the class.

7. In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class. 
Therefore, students can use the tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs, 
researching information, recording interviews and creating diagrams. Tablets are ideal 
for pair and group work.
- Students can use the tablets to do several tasks like :
A ) showing photographs              B ) researching information 
C ) recording interviews               D) A , B & C 

8. Most young people communicate through social media, by which they send each 
other photos and messages via the Internet. Some students like to send messages that 
are under 140 letters for anyone to read. Teachers can ask students to summarise 
information about what they have learnt in class in the same way. If students learn to 
summarise quickly, they will be able to use this skill in future.
- The underlined word " they " refers  to : 

A ) teachers B) students C) young people D)  messages
9. We all like to send emails, don’t we? Email exchanges are very useful in the 
classroom. Teachers can ask students to email what they have learnt to students of 
a similar age at another school. They could even email students in another country.                                          
As a result, students can then share information and help each other with tasks.

-The underlined phrase " Email exchanges"  means : 
A ) a regularly updated personal website or web page,  written in an informal style .

B ) a series of emails between two or more people.
C ) social interaction between people and communities on websites or blogs
D) a mobile computer, with a touch screen, processor and battery all in one unit.
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10. Another way of communicating with other schools is through talking to people over
the computer. Most computers have cameras, so you can also see the people you are 
talking to. In this way, students who are studying English in Jordan can see what 
students in England are doing in the classroom while they are speaking to them.
- The underlined word " they" refers  to :
A) people B) students in Jordan C) students in England D) cameras

11. Students  often  use  computers  at home  if they have them. Students can use 
social media   on  their  computers  to  help  them  with  their  studies,  including  
asking other  students  to check and compare  their work, asking questions and 
sharing ideas. The teacher must be part of the group, too, to monitor what is 
happening. Thank you for listening. Does anyone have any questions?
- The underlined words above indicate :
A) summary B) introduction         C) suggestion        D) way to end 

12.Everyone knows that the Internet connects people, but now it does more than that –
it connects objects, too. These days, computers often communicate with each other;
for example, your TV automatically downloads your favourite TV show, or your ‘sat 
nav’ system tells you where you are. This is known as the ‘Internet of Things’, and 
there’s a lot more to come.
- The underlined  phrasal verb ' communicate with means :
A) speak to B) depend on          C) deal successfully with        D) know about 

13. In just a few years’ time, experts say that billions of machines will be connected 
to each other and to the Internet. As a consequence, computers will increasingly run 
our lives for us. For example, your fridge will know when you need more milk and add it 
to your online shopping list; your windows will close if it is likely to rain; your watch 
will record your heart rate and email your doctor; and your sofa will tell you when you 
need to stand up and get some exercise!
- The objects which help us to keep our bodies fit are :
A) the fridge and the watch  B)
C) the watch and the sofa              D) the windows and the fridge

14. 

others
things. I

- The underlined word 'others' refers to: 
A) many people   B) other peop criminals D) things
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VOCABULARY : : :

For questions ( 15- 28 ),choose the suitable item form of those given to complete each 
of the following sentences.

15. Tell me about the novel you’re reading. Where does the story ……………………..?
A) meet up B) take place C) settle down D) wake up 

16. When you ride a bike, you should always wear a ………………………………. .
A) goggles B) helmet C) skates D) seatbelt

17. ………………… some salt and pepper over the potatoes to season them.
A) Mix B) Sprinkle C) Melt D) Fry

18. You can move around the computer screen using a …………………………………..
A) tablet                B) computer chip          C) mouse D) whiteboard

19. Although they are pocket-sized, ………….. are powerful computers as well as phones. 
A) tablets             B) smartphones        C) laptops D) mobile phones
20. I've got a lot of homework , so I think I should ………………….. right now! 
A) get started B) take place        C) settle down D) wake up
21. Thank you so much! We are very…………………………………………………..
A) upset B) grateful C) worried                   D) confident
22. Solar panels generate ……………………….. from the sun.
A) wind B) coal C) wood                   D) energy
23. When you heat cheese, it ………………….. 
A) boils B) melts C) roasts                      D) fries
24. People should know more ………..the advantages and disadvantages of the Internet.
A) on B) out C) about                       D) in
25. The teacher must be part of learning groups to ………………… what is happening.
A) access B) share C) find our                   D) monitor                      .
26. A period of ten years is a ……………………………………………..
A) calculation      B) generation          C) decade        D) century 
27. In our Maths exam, we have to write down our …………… as well as the answers.
A) calculations B) calculators C) headlines D) programmes
28. I came across a ………………… post the other day. It was discussing the importance 
of traditional crafts in our modern-day society.
A) blog B) whiteboard             C) navy D) fossil fuels .

GRAMMAR :
For questions ( 29- 64 ),choose the correct form of the verbs from those given below to 
complete each of the following sentences.

29. The reading competition ……………………… every year.
A)  is held             B) are held C) was held D) were held 

30.Water evaporates if you ………………… it 
A) boil                   B) boils C) would boil D) will boil
31. Rana ………………………. her work for two hours before she left the house .
A) has been doing B) have been doing C) had been doing D) is doing 
32. I …………………………. an email when my laptop switched itself off.
A) was writing               B) were writing            C) am writing D) was written
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33. I am afraid that my laptop ………………………………. by someone else yesterday.
A) is used         B) was used                  C) are used D) were used

34. If Sara …………………….. early , she won't attend the class.
A) don’t come B) doesn’t come       C) didn’t come D) hadn't come

35. While I was taking a path , the doorbell…………………………. .
A)  ring                   B) rang                          C) rung  D) rings 
36. Before she went to the library, Huda ………………. her mother to prepare lunch.   
A) helps B)  had helped        C) has helped D)  have helped

37. Are you planning ……………………………. shopping tomorrow?
A) go B) to go C) to going D) goes

38. Hind ……………… very hard for several weeks before she did her final exams.   
A) has been working B)  had been working    C) have been working D) worked
39. Soon we ……………….. packing for our holiday.
A) ’re going to   B) ’ll be C) will have D) were
40 . If you ............................ to learn a new language, you need to be motivated. 
A) will want                    B)  want                       C) wanted D) wants

41. We had the computer ……………… because it had stopped working.
A) repair B) repaired C) had repaired D) repairing

42. Mahmoud was walking home when the rain ………………………………..
A) started B) was starting C) starts D) start

43. In the past, most letters were written by hand, but these days they are usually …….
A) typed B) typing C) types  D) type 

44. The plane to London  …………………at 5 p.m.
A) leave B) leaves C) will leave  D) left
45. I have booked the tickets . I am ……………………. to London next week.
A) fly B) flies C) flying   D) flown

46. Ali   ……………….. his driving test , so he can borrow his father’s car.
A) pass B) passes C)  has passed  D) have passed

47. I…………………………….. the house. That’s why I have some paint on my clothes.
A) has been painting B) have been painted 
C)  have been painting   D) has painted

48. Tamara  ………………………….. in Spain from 2000 to 2010.
A) live B) lives C) lived  D) had lived
49.By the time we arrived, the film …………………………………
A) start B) has started C) had started D) have started
50. No one can imagine what ……………………. In the future.
A) happen B) will happen C) happened D) is going to happen
51. - Many ruins …………………. by tourists every year . 
A) are viewed B) were view C) was view D) is viewed

52. ‘I am studying English at the moment.’
Dana said that she ……………………………. English at that moment.

A) is studying B) was studying           C) studied  D) were studying
53. Perhaps Farah is upset. Farah ……………………..be upset.

A) must B) can't                          C) might   D) might not 



54. You are not allowed to touch this machine.
You …………… touch this machine.

A) must B) can't                 C) don't have to   D) can
55. If you …………………. the plants , they die .  
A) doesn’t water B) waters C) watered D) don't water
56. Look at the black sky! It ………………………….. soon!
A) will rain B) is going to rai      C) rains   D) has rained 
57. 'My favourite subject this year is Chemistry'.
- The correct reported speech of the sentence above is :     
A) Aya said that her favourit subject this year was chemistry.
B) Aya said that my  favourit subject that year was chemistry.
C ) Aya said that her favourit subject this year is chemistry.
D) Aya said that her favourit subject that  year was chemistry.
58. "I bought all the ingredients for a chocolate cake yesterday."
- The correct reported speech of the sentence above is :     

A) Huda said that she bought all the ingredients for a chocolate  cake the day after.
B) Huda said that she had bought all the ingredients for a chocolate  cake the day before.
C) Huda said that she bought all the ingredients for a chocolate  cake the day before.
D) Huda said that she has bought all the ingredients for a chocolate  cake the day before.

59. Somebody has found my missing laptop.
- The correct passive voice form of the sentence above is :     
A) My missing laptop had been found.
B) My missing laptop has  found.
C) My missing laptop has been found.
D) My missing laptop have been found.
60.  I asked someone to fix  my computer.
- The correct causative form of the sentence above is :     
A)  I have my computer fixed .
B) I had fixed  my computer .
C) I had  my computer fixed .
D)   I have fixed my computer 

61. I think you should send a text message. 
- The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is :

A) If  I were you ,  I would send a text message .
B) If  I were you ,  I will  send a text message .
C) If  I were you ,  I wouldn’t  send a text message .
D)  If  I were you ,  I send a text message .

62. He started studying at 5 p.m. It’s 10 p.m., and he’s still studying.
- The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is :

A)  He had been studying since 5 p.m.
B) He has been studying since 5 p.m.
C) He has  studied  since 5 p.m.
D)  He had studied since 5 p.m..
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63. Ali intends to finish his project tonight.
- The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is :

A)  Ali is to plan to finish his project tonight.
B) Ali is planned  to finish  his project tonight.
C) Ali is  planning  to finish his project tonight.
D)  Ali is plans to finish his project tonight.

64. Tala took three English courses  and then she went to London to study medicine . 
- The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is :

A) After Tala had gone to London to study medicine , she took three English course.                                          
B) After Tala went to London to study medicine , she took three English courses.
C) Before Tala had taken three English courses, she went to London to study medicine.
D) Before Tala went to London to study medicine , she had taken three English courses

WRITING :
For questions ( 65- 70 ), choose the suitable item form of those given to complete 
each of the following sentences.

65. The correct punctuated sentence is :
A ) Mobile phones used to be huge. Early models were as big as bricks!

B ) Mobile phones used to be huge. Early models were as big as bricks.
C ) Mobile phones used to be huge ! Early models were as big as bricks!
D ) Mobile phones used to be huge , Early models were as big as bricks!
66 Modern computers can run a lot of ……………… at the same time.
A) programes             B) programs               C) brograms           D) brogrammes 
67. The sentence which is written in the correct order is :
A ) You do  intend to buy tickets for the play ?
B ) Do you buy  to intend  tickets for the play ?
C ) Do you intend to buy tickets for the play ?
D ) Do you intend the play to buy tickets for ?
68. Where have you been …… I …………………… for ages.               
A) . / have been waiting            B) ? / had been waiting 
C) ? / have been waiting       D) . had been waiting 
69. One of the earliest computers ……………… as long as 25 minutes to do simple 
mathematical …………………….
A) takes / calculation              B) took  / calcolation  
C) took / calculation        D)  take /  calculasion 
70. Most young people communicate through …………………... , by which they send each 
other photos and messages via the Internet.
A) sosial media                      B) social medea  
C) sosial medea         D)  social media


